
Primary 7 Spelling Activities 
 

 

First, choose a spelling list (cool, mild, spicy or hot) and then write out each of 

your spelling words three times using the “Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check” 

method to help you memorise the spelling patterns. 

Next, choose a spelling activity from Section A to complete. 

Then, choose a spelling activity from Section B to complete. 

Finally, take pictures and add your work to the literacy assignment on Teams. 

Remember to click hand in to make sure that your teacher receives your work. 

 

Section B 

1 Write out your words using a different colour for each letter. 

 

2 Draw a picture to illustrate each of your spelling words. 

 

3 Write your spelling words in the air.  

Ask a parent to guess which word you are spelling. How many did they guess? 

4 Cut letters out of a newspaper or magazine to spell out your words.  

Stick them onto a piece of paper or into the purple jotter that was sent home. 

5 Write out your spelling words in alphabetical order. 

 

6 Each letter of the alphabet has a price.  a=1p   b=2p   c=3p   d=4p   e=5p…   etc. 

Work out how much each of your spelling words would cost to buy. 

7 Come up with a code for each letter of the alphabet.   E.g. a=        b=         

Then write out each of your words using your special code. 

 

Section A 

1 Make up a mnemonic for five of your spelling words. 

e.g. Big Elephants Can’t Always Understand Small Elephants. 

2 Write a silly sentence for each of your words. 

 

3 Write a paragraph that contains all of your spelling words. 

 

4 Look up each of your words in a dictionary then write the definitions  

in your own words. 

5 Create an acrostic poem for five of your spelling words. 

 

6 Play spelling tennis with a parent or sibling. You say the first letter, then your 

partner says the next… 

7 Write a riddle for each of your words  

e.g. I cry when I am hungry and I wear nappies. What am I? – A Baby. 


